Occupation number representation and operator-technique are used in the calculation of harmonic oscillator matrixelements for one and two centres and for equal and different frequencies. The potentials treated are generalized Gauss-potentials of the form p k x l exp{ax 2 }, x k p l exp{a p 2 }, and p k x l exp{ox p} which by application of an operator identity could be reduced to the same form. Applications in nuclear and molecular physics, in molecular spectroscopy and in quantum chemistry are discussed briefly.
Introduction
In two short notes cited as 1 1 and II 2 formulae for two-centre and one-centre harmonic oscillator integrals were derived for the one dimensional and two dimensional case and for equal and different A disadvantage of the method is that the derivations are not straight forward and difficult to follow.
It may therefore be valuable to have a clear derivation of generalized Gauß-integrals which uses simple algebra only. The widespread applications in several fields of physics and chemistry will be given in the conclusion.
Gauss-Potentials in Second Quantization
For convenience the defining equations of I are repeated, as they will be important in the further where y is a c-number Sack's identity is:
The problem is the factorization of the Gauß-type exponential operators
The first potential was already factorized by SACK 3 with the simplification h = m = co = 1. In the general case some additional numerical factors arise. The shift operators lor the potentials will be given in the co-representation.
[ax, 
By comparison of the coefficients of exp{^2}, Kx is related to a by:
Kx= {m a)/2hy> \og(l -ah/m co). (2.16)
The exponential operators on the right side are factorized with Eqs. (2.8), (2.12) and (2.13) so that the final result can be written as
where the coefficients for the potential with 7 = 1 are:
(2.18)
For the potential with y -2, V2(p 2 ) the coefficients are:
For the potential V3(xp)
the factorization reduces to the factorization of the already known potential The transformed eigenvector is:
Particles of different mass in an oscillator well are sometimes treated in nuclear physics.
Calculation of Matrixelements
The most general onedimensional matrixelement of the Gaußian type will be:
The double bracket means a state belonging to the oscillator with Q, the constant w5 contains the shift of the origin.
w5= (com/2 ft) 1/2 </. 
The main problem will be to express exp{iü3a 2 
T2 = exp{-g2d+9i g 2 -d g. 2 /2 e) . (3.21)
The A-operators are commutated to the right according to the formulae of the appendix.
exp{(g5/e) A} exp{g3A 2 }(A + y\0)) = [A + + 2g3A +(g5/e)Y\0)). (3.22)
The A-type operators are replaced by Eqs. 
2C0,(5!)-Mä + (2<73<5 + *) +ä{2g3E + d) + [g-Je)Y (ä + ) s |0).
(3.24)
The a + -type operators are commuted to the left where no difficulties will arise. The final result will be: The matrixelement vanishes for all non zero powers of Dx + and D2 so that the labor of calculating the Gauß-matrixelement is reduced even for large numbers r and t.
The Gauss-Potential for the Twodimensional Oscillator
As no physical or chemical applications of the Gauß-potential for the displaced twodimensional oscillator with different frequencies could be found and as no new methods will be applied, only the matrixelement for equal frequencies will be given.
V = exp{a(z1 s + £22)} (41)
As-Zj and x2 commute the potential will be written as a product of two onedimensional Gauß-potentials in the ordinary second quantized form. V = explifj (äx +2 + ä2 +2 ) }exp{w2 (äx + äx + ä2 + a2) } X exp{u>3 (ax 2 + a2 2 ) } exp{2 w4} . The shift operator in two dimensions is:
The matrixelement 
I3= (N L\V S\N' L')

Conclusion and Discussion
Second quantization and few operator formulae 
A) Molecular Potentials
Some interactions in molecules and between molecules are described by a Gauß-potential. As the Schrödinger-equation cannot be solved in closed form, the Hamilton-matrix is computed in the oscillatorbasis and diagonalized.
B) Theoretical Spectroscopy
This topic was discussed thorougly by BELL 5 who gave a long list of references. In addition to molecular spectroscopy some integrals derived here are important for phononassisted optical transitions in solids.
C) Theoretical Chemistry
The applications of the two centre Gauß-integral were already mentioned in the introduction. The author wishes to thank Professors H. REICH, E. RICHTER, and G. SIMON for discussions.
E) Hydrogenic Matrixelements
Appendix
All commutations of the preceeding text are special cases of well known formulae n , which will be repeated for convenience. In the commutations six different types of (A. 1) and (A. 2) are necessary which will be collected: 
